Soil structure, wave movement factors at Diablo

BY TERAESA HAMILTON

Hearings resumed today on the proposed safety of the Diablo Canyon nuclear power plant, as Pacific Gas and Electric co. representatives were questioned by participants to the licensing of the 8.9 billion plant.

Mothers for Peace attorney David Fleischaker questioned PG and E consultants about the data collected during the Imperial Valley earthquake of 1979. PG and E consultant Dr. Gerald Frazier said a difference exists between soil structure in the Imperial Valley and Diablo Canyon, calling different statistics.

The Imperial Valley properties of Earth and those of Diablo Canyon are "extremely different," said Frazier. "Those differences of properties of Earth were used to a difference in ground movement."

Frazier concluded that the waves in the Imperial Valley tend to bend toward the surface causing a larger ground movement than would be expected at Diablo Canyon.

When Fleischaker asked Frazier to explain the difference in wave movement between the two areas, Frazier referred to what he calls an "echo chamber" effect.

Using seismic data from the Imperial Valley earthquake which he has spent several weeks examining, Frazier said the valley experiences horizontal and vertical waves which are accelerated. Because this "echo chamber" effect does not occur at the Diablo Canyon site, wave acceleration should not be expected to such a degree.

"The Imperial Valley should be expected to have a larger vertical and horizontal radiation than would be expected at Diablo Canyon," said Frazier, thus resulting in a decline in ground movement at the plant.

Hearings on the licensing of the nuclear power plant were reopened after investigations uncovered the Hungry fault, located three miles west of the Diablo Canyon plant. Opponents of the plant also feel data collected from the Imperial Valley earthquake adds weight to their belief that the plant is unsafe.

The hearing is being reviewed by the Atomic Safety Licensing and Appeal Board and is expected to continue throughout the week.

Report points out Poly's inadequacies

BY TOM KINGSOLVING

Staff Writer

Cal Poly's academic senate limited, passive WASC claim is a passive, limited body that needs modification, according to a recently released report.

The report, issued by the Western Association of Schools and Colleges, was based on a visit to Cal Poly last January by a WASC evaluation team.

"Beyond the departmental level," says the report, "faculty participation in university governance appears limited and not clearly understood by members of the university community. The faculty senate is advisory to the president, and its prestige appears low." WASC evaluators based their conclusion on their observation of the fragmented structure of the school's "double-track committee system." This system consists of 23 standing committees appointed by the administration and 14 by and academic senate, all of which advise President Warren Baker. The report says "all committees appear to have equal importance and a mechanism for coordinating their coordination is not apparent. This brings into question their effectiveness, as well as their purpose."

BY MIKE CARROLL

Staff Writer

Steps have been taken at Cal Poly to upgrade an overloaded computer center that a recently released report charged was in "impoverished condition."

The Western Association of Schools and Colleges accreditation report, compiled earlier this year, says the computer center is "substandard primarily because of high student and administrative demands of computer services."

The computer center "is greatly in need of expansion," says the report, "including new equipment and additional qualified operating personnel."

To improve the university's computer technology, a cyber computer from Control Data Corp. is scheduled to be installed in spring of 1981, replacing an eight-year-old IBM system, according to Tom Mueller, acting director of the computer center.

The new system will be leased to the university at a cost of $11,000 a month over a period of at least five years, he said.

He made the new "batch procurement system" would increase the operating capacity of the present system 13-fold.

Disabled show capabilities in Awareness Day

BY RALPH THOMAS

Staff Writer

Imagine trying to negotiate at Poly's hills, steps, sidewalks and doors while confined to a beach chair in the complexuries of being blind.

Yesterday disabled students demonstrated some of the difficulties they must face as part of the Awareness Day Awareness Day.

The purpose of Disabled Awareness Day, sponsored by Disabled Student Services, was to illustrate to the campus community some of the architectural and attitudinal barriers disabled students must face. Chairperson of the event, Ellen Cox, said she was pleased with the participation and response from non-disabled students and faculty.

Cox said she hoped Awareness Day would clarify some things disabled students are unable to do.

"We are not disabled—we are able to do many things they don't think we can do," said Cox. "DSS treasure' and an epilogue:"

"An awful lot of people haven't been taught about our disabled problems," said Cox. "We want people to know just some of the things we face."

DSS coordinator, Harriet Clandemem, said she was "really delighted" with the outcome of Awareness Day. She said she was also pleased with the efforts made by Cal Poly to make the campus more bearable for disabled students.

"This campus has been a leader in eliminating architectural barriers," said Clandemem. She noted that attention must now be directed to overcoming attitudinal barriers. Awareness Day included displays, programs, films and activities aimed at illustrating problems of the disabled. A stage show was put on in the UU plaza at 11 a.m. with a Lilly Tomlin skit entitled "Crystal the Terrible Tumbleweed."

Non-disabled students participated in wheelchair sports and an obstacle course. Ernest Lee, a disabled student who competed in wheelchair, said he was pleased with student participation.

"They're very open, willing to listen and very responsive," said Lee.

See photo essay on page 7

Lee said he feels that progress on this campus toward eliminating architectural barriers could be a little faster. He added he hopes "some sort of message comes across" from the Awareness Day.

In another wheelchair activity seven professors attempted to teach classes while in wheelchairs.

Ralph Jacobson, a chemistry professor taught a lab from a wheelchair and called it a "very unusual situation." He said that while in the wheelchair he found out how steep the hills here are, and how rude people can be when going through doors.

Speaking for the disabled Cox said, "If you give us an extra hand we can do anything you can do..."
Iran rejects Carter's trade offer

BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) — Iran rebuffed President Carter's offer to free Iranian hostages, saying the United States stopped fulfilling its part of the agreement and the stalemate was to blame. Mehrdad Rasouli, the spokesman for the family of Mirror Ahmad, a hostage, said Iran would not "give Carter the slightest signal and will not allow him to show this signal off on American television and bring them news of an imminent solution to the hostage issue." Prime Minister Mohammad Rajai was quoted by the radio as saying "negotiations will not be considered." Tehran Radio said Iran

Newsline

Officials angered by extortionists

STATELINE, Nev. (AP) — Anger is replacing anxiety as the investigation continues into the most recent in a rash of extortion attempts aimed at Lake Tahoe casinos. The latest of more than a dozen threats against Tahoe casinos since the Aug. 2 extortion-bombing of Harvey's Resort Hotel Casino was aimed at Caesars Tahoe. Identical letters found late Sunday warned that the casino's water supply would be poisoned unless a $10 million ransom was paid. Toxics chemicals were sprayed on one of the letters to underscore the threat. The Nevada Health Department is currently monitoring the hotel's water supply, but said all tests so far had been negative. Meanwhile, Douglas County Commission Chairman Dan Kier said Tuesday that he and other officials at the scenic lake resort are rife over the rash of extortion threats. "That you get tired of this stuff after awhile. It seems to be never ending," he said. "It's just like having a full moon every day around here. There's just a bunch of kooks running around." Bus drivers strike in Santa Cruz

SANTA CRUZ (AP) — A bus drivers strike affecting 28,000 daily riders entered its fourth day Tuesday with no negotiations scheduled on the major issues of wages, the hiring of part-time help and the handling of future disputes. Scott Galloway, general manager of the Santa Cruz Metropolitan Transit System, said the system would not negotiate while drivers were on strike. The United Transportation Union Local 123, AFL-CIO, representing 170 drivers, struck Saturday. The union seeks restrictions on the hiring of part-time help as well as a clause requiring that deadlocked future disputes be handled by binding arbitration. Advertisements for union members are hourly wage and cost-of-living increases. In striking, the drivers ignored a temporary restraining order issued in Superior Court at the request of the transit system.

PG&E will construct wind turbine

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Pacific Gas and Electric Co. Tuesday announced it had closed the halls of Solano County as the site for its first large-scale wind turbine generator. The turbine, scheduled to go into operation early in 1982, will be capable of generating 2,500 kilowatts of electricity, or the equivalent of 800 homes, at winds above 27½ mph and is expected to produce some 7.4 million kilowatt hours of electricity a year, company officials said. Although this is only a tiny fraction of the 60 billion kilowatt hours that PG&E customers use annually, officials said the $10 million project is significant because it marks PG&E's initial step in the development of wind as a power resource. The utility, Northern California's major power supplier, also announced it has signed a letter of intent with Boeing Engineering and Construction Company to build and erect the turbine. The turbine will be capable of running a year round at full capacity. The system. The turbine will be capable of running a year round at full capacity.
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Seven chosen honored alumni

Seven former Cal Poly students, have been named as honored alumni for 1980 and will be honored during the Rose Parade festivities Friday, Oct. 31 and Saturday, Nov. 1.

Representatives from all of the university's instructional schools were chosen by President Warnes J. Baker.

The seven Cal Poly graduates will be presented honored alumni awards at a campus banquet held in their honor Friday, Oct. 31. The banquet starts at 6:30 and is open to the public.

The honored alumni will be treated in the president's box with the Bakers at the Rose Bowl homecoming football game between Cal Poly and Cal State Northridge on Saturday.

Seven chosen honored alumni for 1980 are:

- Sue McClelland, said Cal Poly Pomona will build the rear portion of the float, the Snail, while Cal Poly SLO will build the caterpillar.
- McClelland said her committee has already finished the caterpillar's frame and is now installing the power unit, which will move the float down Colorado Boulevard on New Year's Day. When the Caterpillar is finished in mid-December, McClelland said it will be transferred to Cal Poly Pomona, where it will be joined with the Snail.
- The finished float will be moved to the parade site in Pasadena on Dec. 31. Shortly after Christmas, McClelland said, members of the rose float clubs from Pomona and SLO will begin decorating the float with over 100,000 flowers.
- Some of these flowers, McClelland said, will come from Los Angeles flower markets but most of them will come from fields at both universities. McClelland explained that the flowers from San Luis Obispo will be harvested by local residents on Dec. 26 and promptly shipped to Pasadena.
- To build and decorate the float will take no less than 20,000 student hours, and McClelland herself is devoting 30 hours of her time each week to construct it. She explained that the committee's 16 members do most of the designing and basic construction of the float.
- The Rose Float Club, McClelland said, does little of the work in the early stages, but is largely responsible for putting the flowers on the float after Christmas. To build the float, the committee got $4,600 in from ASI. It is also the only student-built float in the Rose Parade. Most other floats are contracted to professional float-building companies.
- McClelland said the primary reward she seeks from her work is satisfaction. I like it, and I was always intrigued by the way floats worked when I was little."

McClelland also feels the rose float committee has been a good learning experience for her. "It teaches you a lot about people and getting along with them in different situations," she said.
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A couple of ROTC cadets share a joke before going out onto the battlefield for mock war games. But ROTC is more than learning the art of handling a gun, as Cal Poly cadets learn how to rappel down cliffs and climb mountains.

The program pays $100 a month to third and fourth-year students. They can enroll concurrently in the national guard and earn an additional $85 a month.

A cadet chain-of-command composed of fourth-year students administers the program, along with the Cal Poly instructors who teach the required course curriculum. The curriculum includes such classes as U.S. defense establishment, military history, orienteering and basic tactics, which are taken the first two years.

Students wishing to skip these particular classes can go to ROTC basic camp, an expense-paid six-week summer training held at Fort Knox, Kentucky. This automatically places them in the third year qualification.

The most crucial aspect of the ROTC program, however, is the six-weeks advanced camp training held at Fort Lewis, Washington, between the students' third and fourth years. Students who excel in advanced camp are more likely to get in the Army branch of their choice when they enter their mandatory four-year active duty, said Stewart.

He said Cal Poly's ROTC students perform among the top 10 percent of the other 86 schools attending advanced camp.

"We have tremendous training facilities," said Lt. Col. Stewart, explaining that the students are able to train at nearby Camp Roberts, Camp San Luis and Vandenberg Air Force Base.

They're also able to train with M-16 rifles supplied by the California National Guard.

Ed Pitts, an industrial technology major, is a battalion executive officer. He said advanced camp helps build much comraderie among the students. Their daily schedule began at 5:15 a.m. with an hour-and-a-half run and sit-ups, push-ups and miles of running.

After breakfast, Pitts said they had an hour to clean the barracks. From a.m. to 5 p.m. (with a hour break for lunch), they attended training classes in military leadership.

Evenings were set aside for "free time," which Pitts spent polishing his boots and cleaning his rifle and plantation, his leadership role for the next day.

"Land navigation was fun," said Pitts. "This was where we would walk in knee-high grass and try to locate small red markers.

For more information on careers in aerospace, electronics, telecommunications, data processing, shipbuilding, tactical weaponry and other areas, be sure to pick up one of our brochures at your Placement Office and make an interview appointment.

And, plan to attend our Corporate Presentation the evening before our on-campus interviews. Details at your Placement Office.

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS NOVEMBER 5 & 6

Cal Poly ROTC Cadets....

BY TOM KINSOLVING

Staff Writer

The cadets jumped into the water in a Vandenberg Air Force Base pool and began to swim. The weight of fatigue and boots dragged some to the bottom, but most made it across, their rifles bone-dry.

"No one was lost," said Cal Poly ROTC Second Lieutenant Darren Smith, believe it or not."

Mountaineering, desert tactics, rappelling and amphibious military operations are some of the many opportunities given to the 130 students enrolled in the four-year ROTC program.

Started in 1952, Cal Poly ROTC has so far commissioned 983 officers for the Army, according to department head Lieutenant Colonel Joe Stewart.

Lt. Col. Stewart, a West Point graduate, said ROTC offers to students an "alternative lifestyle" which stresses management and discipline.

The program pays $100 a month to third and fourth-year students. They can enroll concurrently in the national guard and earn an additional $85 a month. A cadet chain-of-command composed of fourth-year students administers the program, along with the Cal Poly instructors who teach the required course curriculum. The curriculum includes such classes as U.S. defense establishment, military history, orienteering and basic tactics, which are taken the first two years.

Students wishing to skip these particular classes can go to ROTC basic camp, an expense-paid six-week summer training held at Fort Knox, Kentucky. This automatically places them in the third year qualification.

The most crucial aspect of the ROTC program, however, is the six-weeks advanced camp training held at Fort Lewis, Washington, between the students' third and fourth years. Students who excel in advanced camp are more likely to get in the Army branch of their choice when they enter their mandatory four-year active duty, said Stewart.

He said Cal Poly's ROTC students perform among the top 10 percent of the other 86 schools attending advanced camp.

"We have tremendous training facilities," said Lt. Col. Stewart, explaining that the students are able to train at nearby Camp Roberts, Camp San Luis and Vandenberg Air Force Base.

They're also able to train with M-16 rifles supplied by the California National Guard.

Ed Pitts, an industrial technology major, is a battalion executive officer. He said advanced camp helps build much comraderie among the students. Their daily schedule began at 5:15 a.m. with an hour-and-a-half run and sit-ups, push-ups and miles of running.

After breakfast, Pitts said they had an hour to clean the barracks. From a.m. to 5 p.m. (with a hour break for lunch), they attended training classes in military leadership.

Evenings were set aside for "free time," which Pitts spent polishing his boots and cleaning his rifle and plantation, his leadership role for the next day.

"Land navigation was fun," said Pitts. "This was where we would walk in knee-high grass and try to locate small red markers.
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GENERAL DYNAMICS

THE FUTURE. MAKE A CAREER OF IT.

That's when General Dynamics representatives will be on your campus to talk to you about your future.

General Dynamics, a Fortune 100 company, is best known as the nation's leading defense contractor. But we have a wide-range of programs in many other commercial high-technology fields as well.

You'll find excellent career opportunities in nearly every engineering and scientific discipline, including computer sciences and business administration.

For more information on careers in aerospace, electronics, telecommunications, data processing, shipbuilding, tactical weaponry and other areas, be sure to pick up one of our brochures at your Placement Office and make an interview appointment.

And, plan to attend our Corporate Presentation the evening before our on-campus interviews. Details at your Placement Office.

Or, if you prefer, send your resume to:
BILL COLEMAN, Corporate College Relations Administrator
GENERAL DYNAMICS
Pierre Laclede Center, CN-25
St. Louis, MO 63105
For Equal Opportunity Employer
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brave high mountains...

"I loved it," she said. "It was tedious at times. They kept you going all day long."

Strigemeier said she was often fatigued because of the schedule and at one point came down with tonsillitis.

When asked if she experienced any sexism at advanced camp, Strigemeier replied, "You bet I have."

One male student in her platoon told her directly that women did not belong in the army.

Strigemeier said despite the tonsillitis, she did well in her training at Fort Lewis.

"The LSO and I are now very good friends," he said. "They are amazingly versatile."
EIGHT CHAPTERS OF BABYLONIAN HISTORY FOR TOMORROW'S EXAM AND CATHY'S WAITING.

YOU CAN DO IT!

It gets down to what you want to do and what you have to do. Take the free Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics lesson and you can do it—handle all the work college demands and still have time to enjoy college life.

You can dramatically increase your reading speed today and that's just the start. Think of the time you'd have to do the things you want to do for twenty years the ones who get ahead have used Reading Dynamics. It's the way to read for today's active world—fast, smooth, efficient. Don't get left behind because there was too much to read. Take the free Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics lesson today. You can dramatically increase your reading speed and learn about advanced study techniques in that one free introductory lesson lasts approximately one hour. Choose the day and time that best fits your schedule.

SCHEDULE OF FREE LESSONS

Location: Motel Inn, 2223 Monterey, San Luis Obispo

| Wednesday | Oct. 22 | 2:30, 5:30, and 8pm |
| Thursday  | Oct. 23 | 2:30, 5:30, and 8pm |
| Friday    | Oct. 24 | 12:00, 2:30, and 5:30pm |

The schedule above is the same for each location, and each introductory lesson lasts approximately one hour. Choose the location, day and time that best fits your schedule. No reservations needed for free lessons. For further information call (213) 990-7026.

EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS

From page 1

The director noted it took five years to get a new computer system approved by the California Department of Finance and the California State University and Colleges system. "The state bureaucracy doesn't move as fast as the university's demand," Mueller said.

He indicated improvements in other computer equipment that have already been completed will increase the capacity of local time sharing systems by 100 percent. In addition, 80 to 90 more computer terminals will be installed around campus within the next year, Mueller said.

Not only is there now an insufficient number of terminals, the director said, but those installed in the past were not easily accessible.

Though he said these improvements would help to meet the computer center's needs, Mueller noted "we may be in the same position the next time the accreditation team comes around."

The director said the demands on the computer center and the pace of technology may make the new equipment inadequate within the decade.

The inadequacy of the computer center has been a long-time concern of Cal Poly administrators, according to Malcolm Wilson, a associate dean of graduate studies. He said a possible solution was discussed at Cal Poly's self-study report to the Western Association of Schools and Colleges.

While the associate dean said the accreditation team painted a bleak picture of the computer center, Wilson noted the report would give the university "ammunition" for the fight with the Chancellor's office for new equipment.

"I'm comfortable about the accreditation report and comfortable about the direction we're going with computer science," Wilson said.

Senate role surveyed

From page 1

It also says Cal Poly is "an authoritarian type administration."

Dr. Max Riedlspurger, who was academic senate chairman during a WASC evaluation, agrees with the finding.

"That's accurate," he said. "Cal Poly has a highly authoritarian structure.

Riedlspurger said in WASC team a group of college administrators from Arizona, Hawaii, California, Washington and Oregon, also had their conclusion on an ad hoc study report concerned students, faculty and staff at Cal Poly in November 1979.

"The self-study report was a wake-up call of the poor role played by the faculty senate," Riedlspurger said.

Having taught at Poly for 12 years, Riedlspurger said the administration's role in the past was "even more authoritarian.

He said, however, the academic senate is currently undergoing a great transition and that President Baker is willing to give it a more significant role.

Riedlspurger said a resolution of the academic senate's by-laws is being worked on and will be ready sometime this fall.

"The new constitution envisons a larger role for the faculty and the faculty senate," he said.

If the academic senate vice chairman disagrees with the WASC conclusion on the academic senate's pass/fail grading. He said an academic senate has been increasing activities in each matters of tenure and curriculum, as well as a recent resolution concerning the faculty senate.

"It's not given responsibility for faculty making," said Riedlspurger. "The faculty senate is doing an advising role."

Despite the report, Riedlspurger said the faculty senate should continue to function this way.
Awareness Day

The UU Plaza was packed with games, displays and interested Cal Poly students Tuesday when the Disabled Student Service sponsored an Awareness Day.

Among the many sights in the Plaza during the Awareness Day were (clockwise from top): Ralph Council proudly displays his remote controlled airplane to a fascinated Becky Bonsall; Julie Samuels discovers the difficulties of being blind in an orienteering game; Council, flanked by several disabled friends and Awareness Day Chairperson Ellen Cox (far right), addresses the large UU Plaza crowd; Golda Glaser lobs a shot to Donald Watson in a wheelchair volleyball game and Ernie Lee demonstrates a new Extra-Tall Wheelchair manufactured by the John Davis Co.

Photos
by
Janene Byram
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Peggy Grueneberg
Nuclear Energy Forum

Scientists and Engineers for Secure Energy (SEJ) has invited distinguished scientists to participate in this forum of views on nuclear energy. No personal fee or payment has been made to individuals for their consents expressed here. The views expressed are those of the scientists. Pacific Gas and Electric Company, as a contributor to Scientists and Engineers for Secure Energy, is sponsoring this ad.

DR. J. McCARTHY ON NUCLEAR WASTE STORAGE.

"There are several available methods for the safe, long-term disposal of all nuclear wastes."

John McCarthy
Professor of Computer Science Stanford University

Dr. McCarthy's scientific studies include the social effects of technology. He is a member of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences and the American Society for the Advancement of Science. He has been a Sloan Fellow in Physical Science.

"Anti-nuclear activists are trying to lead the public to believe that scientists still haven’t discovered any way to safely store wastes produced by nuclear power plants. This information is absolutely untrue.

“A study group of the American Physical Society recently confirmed the feasibility of several waste disposal methods. Most of these methods would bury waste deep underground in geologically stable rock formations. For example, we know that many salt beds are stable and have been free from ground waters for hundreds of millions of years.

“The problem is that the U.S. Government still has not decided which method to adopt. Other countries such as Sweden have already moved ahead in the choice of waste disposal repositories.

“A typical nuclear station produces only about 2½ cubic yards of waste per year requiring long-term storage. This kind of waste requires about 500 years for its radioactivity to diminish to the point where it is actually less than that of the uranium ore from which the nuclear fuel was made in the first place.

“Unfortunately, opponents of nuclear technology are using legal and regulatory systems to cause delays in making a waste disposal decision. President Carter has promised that a method for permanent waste storage will be selected soon. Let us hope the U.S. Government will be able to keep this promise!"
Student Kendall Burks comforts Wesley Cruzen at the Child Development lab.
The Cal Poly men's water polo team will look to improve its season mark to 9-6 as it hosts San Jose State University Saturday at the Cuesta College pool at 1 p.m.

Cal Poly is rebounding off of a second place finish in its own Cal Poly Invitational. Cal Poly won two games but lost to the Santa Barbara team which presents a second place finish games but lost to the Santa Barbara National. Cal Poly won two goals but Santa Barbara, behind six goals by Ken Heissel, upset the Mustangs 11-9.

Cal Poly's first game of the day decided the tournament. Cal Poly had beaten the Santa Barbara JV earlier in the year by five goals but Santa Barbara, behind six goals by Ken Heissel, upset the Mustangs 11-9.

Water polo team rallies for second place finish

Heissel scored seven more goals in his next game and a half to claim the tournament's Most Valuable Player award.

Cal Poly went on to drop Loyola, 14-3, and Cal Maritime game was a seesaw battle but Bernie Birnbaum put the game on ice late in the fourth quarter when he scored two goals in 25 seconds to give the Mustangs 11-9 margin.

Named to the All Tournament team for Cal Poly were Steve Wright and Bill Cadwallader who both scored eight goals and Bill Morgan. Birnbaum, Steve Rigler and Bill Steiner were given honorable mention. Rigler, a freshman goalie, turned up two defensive gems for Poly in the goalie box. He collected 21 saves, blocked six 6-on-5 situation shots and two penalty shots in only two games.

Sports luncheon slated

The Mustang booster's Club will sponsor its weekly no host sports luncheon this Thursday at the Hob Nob Restaurant at noon.

The special guest at the luncheon will be volleyball coach Mike Wilson and football coach Joe Harper.

Wilson will talk about Wednesday night's Santa Barbara match and Saturday's scheduled non-conference match with the University of Santa Clara. Harper will center his efforts on the upcoming Maritime game was a see saw battle but Bernie Birnbaum put the game on ice late in the fourth quarter when he scored two goals in 25 seconds to give the Mustangs 11-9 margin.

The special guest at the luncheon will be volleyball coach Mike Wilson and football coach Joe Harper.

Wilson will talk about Wednesday night's Santa Barbara match and Saturday's scheduled non-conference match with the University of Santa Clara. Harper will center his efforts on the upcoming Maritime game was a see saw battle but Bernie Birnbaum put the game on ice late in the fourth quarter when he scored two goals in 25 seconds to give the Mustangs 11-9 margin.
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Oct. 23, 8 p.m.

Chumash Auditorium

Julian A. McPhee University Union, Cal Poly. Student tickets Special Coffeehouse $1.50 at the door. Must be 18 or older. Sponsored by the ASI Special Events Committee.
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The Cal Poly Women's volleyball team will put its conference hopes on the line as it hosts powerhouse Santa Barbara tonight at 7:30 in the Main Gym. They will depend on the play of Sherry Walker (right) and Nancy Tessrell to extend its league win streak to 10.

Cal Poly women claim league win

The Cal Poly women's cross country team moved to the Southern California Athletic Association (SCAA) Conference lead without the services of Eileen Kraemer, the No. 2 runner on the team. Cal Poly's second string, featuring Cal Poly's second string, featuring Liz Strangio, 16:46.8, and Amy Harper fourth at 19:04. The Mustang's scoring was rounded out by Irene Crowley at 19:25.

The most remarkable aspect of the conference championship, which was won by Pomona, is that Cal Poly's second string beat all of the conference teams. On an overall score, the "B" team beat Northridge by 22 points.

Kathy Kelley led the "B" team at 19:44 followed by Lisa Daly 19:49, Sue Oron 20:01, Marlen Haverty 20:31, Greg Goochey 20:57, Evelyn Stewart 21:00 and Melanie Barry 21:01. The conference was the last competitive run for the team in front of the qualifying meet for the Association of Intercollegiate Athletics for Women (AIAW) national championships. The qualifying meet is slated for Nov. 1 at the Morro Bay golf course.

The Mustangs are currently ranked No. 8 in the nation with a never die attitude. Twice in the last two weeks the Mustangs have rallied from 2-1 game deficits to claim match victories.

The match will be the finest women's volleyball game that Cal Poly fans will have the chance to see this year as Santa Barbara, the sixth ranked team in the nation, brings a powerhouse offense to San Luis Obispo.

Santa Barbara is coming off of two big wins over the weekend including a four-game upset of the nation's top ranked team the University of Southern California. Santa Barbara defeated the Trojans, 15-12, 15-10, 8-15 and 15-7.

Santa Barbara, 17-3 overall, is coached by Kathy Gradishar. The Gauchos are led by, returning 1979 SCAA Most Valuable Player, Melissa Martin.

The play of Sandy Aughinbaugh and Sherry Walker down the front line will be the key for Cal Poly. Marie Lunde, Tina Taylor and Nancy Tessrell have been turning in superb performances for Wilson but they will have to be flawless tonight.

Classified
Call 546-1144

Announcements
FEMALE? Need help? We can help! Call: R.P.A.R.A.
Tel: 543-5338
(10-24)
GAS STORAGE FOR LEASE
500 monthly first lease period. Run your own business while in school. Will require small work
capital: Cuesta Gas Highway 101 North at College Blvd. 543-0875.
(TF)
Mammal F.F. $60 a gal. 3.9% a P.F. for 40's. Farm Pud 543-2936.
(10-23)
MOPEDS,RB/CYCLES
35 cc or above. $100 down on any Pioner 10 speed bike with this ad. $25 weekly. 3180. Moped Emporium 2700 Broadway/543-9818.
(10-23)
Rent your mass market paper
backs...We pay 200 each. Details at E.Coral Bookstores.
(10-13)
ART PRINT SALE
100 $1 prints on sale this week at E.Coral Bookstores. 
(11-26)
Housing
DEL VALLE MBLLITY
Small homes, Condos and land for sale. LISA 543-8075.
(10-23)
MORE NOW at SENI
NER'S G.M.
6 Points of the Valley
Now: 2 B Rm., duplex, Santa
Margarita carpets, appliances, no pets. Contact house. 505
mo. 544-4444 Mon-Fri (10-23)
Automotive
Looking for foreign car clutch, pressure plate, throw-out levers and pilot bearings? Call us at 544-3483
PERFORMANCE MACHINE
(10-22)
Help Wanted
Addressers wanted immediately. All Work at home, income necessary-excellent
(10-23)
OVERSEAS JOBS—Summer/year round. Europe, S. America, Asia. All Futures $50 to $1000 monthly expenses paid. Sighting Free Info. Write: Box 1177 California. Los Angeles, Cal. 542-0296.
(10-23)
Full & part-time jobs opening up at new restaurant. Hourly wage, commission & bonuses. Apply at 2511 S. Bakersfield St. Open Mon thru. Fri. Between 3 & 5 p.m.
(10-23)
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The Annual Audit for Fiscal Year 1979-80 for the California Polytechnic State University Foundation has now been completed. Copies for public information are available in the Foundation Executive Director's office, Fisher Science Hall 290, and the Campus library.
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Muscle Magazine's Top 50

THURSDAY NIGHT SANTA MARIA STYLE
BAR-B-QUE AND ENTERTAINMENT
•garlic bread •mashed-style beans and salad •noise and source •which morrised Rock Cod
SPECIAL: With this coupon receive two dinners for $5.
Entertainment: The Bruno Band 7:30-11:30
585-2015 3rd Pier Arline Beach
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Death blow

Secretary of the Interior Cecil D. Andrus, from his padded cell in distant Washington, D.C., has dealt the people and environment of San Luis Obispo County what may prove a death blow.

Last Wednesday he gave the go-ahead for oil exploration off our coast—the environmentally disastrous Lease Sale 53. This could mean drilling platforms similar to those off Santa Barbara and Carpinteria—stretching from Morro Bay to Point Conception.

And according to official estimates, from this 30-year project we can expect:

- A 46-day supply of oil nation wide
- At least two major oil spills of over 1,000 barrels and 100 to 145 spills of less than 1,000, for which there is no clean-up technology by admission of federal officials.
- Seven to 23 platforms between Morro Bay and Santa Maria alone, each containing not one but 30 to 80 wells drilled at angles away from the platform.
- A 25 percent to 50 percent increase in air pollution.
- A 15-acre support base, possibly at Port San Luis or along the Morro Bay Embarcadero.

In his decision Andrus proposed the four northern basins—Eel River, Point Arena, Bodega Bay and Santa Cruz—be dropped from the 1981 lease sale from further drilling consideration. This shows the political nature of his move: the people in the deleted areas are more numerous, and hence more votes, and they raised hell when their coastline was threatened. We did not, and so the cries of the few far-sighted citizens here were not heeded by the federal government of the Brown Administration.

But the decision is safe. According to the Endangered Species Act it is illegal to alter the habitat of such an animal—the 1,400 sea otters off our coast certainly qualify, as should the brown pelican and Grey whale, two threatened species that migrate through here. Also, the 1972 Marine Mammals Act forbids such drilling until all data on the affected mammals is analyzed.

Such analysis has not been done because the data is not yet available. The 1978 Ammendment to the Lands Act requires the federal government to balance the value of the oil expected with the risks involved—risks that Andrus chose to ignore without the aid of a yet to be completed oceanographic study of winds and ocean currents that will indicate where oil spills will actually end up; a three-year study, still two years from completion, examining the effects on marine mammals and wildlife; a study that will define oil tanker traffic lanes; and a study on the effects on the drilling platforms of an earthquake of the size the Hosgri fault is capable of producing.

So litigation should be pursued. Earlier this year Eskimos in Alaska successfully filed suit to halt drilling to save 850 bowhead whales in the Beaufort Sea.

Next week state and local agencies will get preferred notice of the sale. They will send comments to the governor, and he has 60 days to comment to Andrus.

San Luis Obispo county officials are attempting to get the northern 30 of the total 115 nine-square mile tracts of the Santa Maria basin deleted on the basis these contain the least oil and gas and the most environmentally sensitive area. We should not be satisfied with partial deletion.

Brown has indicated he will fight for us if we show him we want his support. Write to him, to Panetta, to Cranston, and to Andrus—shake Andrus out of the industrious self-delusion that our energy future can be secured by the destruction of our environment.

Call the Central California Coastal Coalition at the ECO-SLO office (544-1777) to see how you can help.

Don't legalize prostitution

Editor:

The editorial on prostitution appears to cover all the areas other legislative arguments do. The writer seems confused as to exactly why prostitution is illegal.

The American Psychiatric Association has just released the findings of a study done involving more than 5,000 male and female prostitutes. The study revealed that 98 percent had been physically abused as children. The study makes the direct relationship between their childhoods and their need to continue receiving abuse in adulthood.

I don't think you are advocating child abuse. Or, perhaps you are. Perhaps prostitution could be legalized, then taxed, and then institutions could be erected that could take children from poor families and abolish them as preparation for their future as prostitutes.

I pray that never happens.

Becky Marr

Both sides

Editor:

In response to Steve Jones’ article “No laughing matter” on Oct. 7, I would like to give my opinion. I can understand that every person has the right to believe what he will. It is alright for Steve to believe that nuclear power is bad, but in my opinion it is not all right for him to ridicule Mustang Daily for running an ad for nuclear power. He infers his argument by citing that “a great waste of time and money being spent towards building a reactor” that has been in storage for 23 years.

Isn’t that fair?

I am pro nuclear energy, and I feel that Mustang Daily should run any article without the need to poll the students as to what they like or don’t like to read. It should be Mustang Daily’s goal to represent any opinion, news item, or article without showing any partiality.

I am pro nuclear energy, and I think that we deserve just as much right to representation as the students, because the students may or may not totally agree with each article. I feel that Mustang Daily should run any article without the need to poll the students as to what they like or don’t like to read. It should be Mustang Daily’s goal to represent any opinion, news item, or article without showing any partiality.

Steve is a solar energy major and I am not. I am pro nuclear energy, and I feel that I have just as much right to representation as he does. Isn’t that fair?

P.S. I am not a journalist major, nor related in any way to the news media.

But I respect their job and encourage them to continue receiving abuse in adulthood.

I pray that never happens.
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